
We have created XBNK Tokens to match along with the original Bitcoins Core guidance of fixing a prob-

lem, so we have set at the national said currency reserves at 20 Trillion with an additional 8 decimal 

places.

The XBNK Token will burn every coin that is used after transfer for security purposes, thus also increasing 

in user value for long term speculation and rewards for being part of the Privacy as a Service revolution. 

XBNK is a Hybrid Private Blockchain advanced XDPoS Algorithm, transacting at 2000 Transactions per 

Second, giving users Instant Private Transactions with ISO KYC Compliance and with Smart Contract 

capabilities.

XBNK allows the user to access the Web3 Private Decentralised Encrypted Exchange, which is found 

hosted at https://app.bit-bank.io, which enables you to access decentralised Financial Instruments and 

Privacy Stable Coins. (The Exchange may also be accessed via our Privacy Enabled Stable Coins or 

other Privacy Coins such as Monero, zCash, Dash)

The XBNK Token will also be able to work as a bridge for assets between our CeFi Financial Services.

XBNK - BIT-BANKS’ EXCHANGE TOKEN 

Lower Exchange Fees for token holders.

Privacy Enabled Blockchain
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Our Company has taken the step to become a fully Decentralised Autonomous Organization (DAO). We 

felt that in order to make our business fully compliant yet privacy and security based for our Clients, 

Founders and Team this was the best way in securing our future success by giving the business back to 

its community and developers.

By using the latest in cryptographic technology we have been able to divide the business and harness 

the real use case for angel investors and investors alike to be part of a revolutionary future.

Using our Business Model of a dAPP onto of a Web3 infrastructure bridging between additional Financial 

Services and keeping everything Private! We have been able to do all the work, launch all the code and 

sign all the contracts and we have managed to keep our anonymity and maintain high standard of 

relationships with banks and financial institutions understanding our remit and business.

We have given the business back to the community where investors can purchase Bond contracts from 

us that provide liquidity to our other clients wishing to exchange or other financial services and share 

the benefits with the liquidity holders. Our bonds are Monthly, Quarterly or Yearly.

BITBBND - BIT-BANK'S BONDS

The Bit-Bank Ecosystem and
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